
 









 



 



 



 



 











 





1: URBAN 
TRADED 5% 

Salads and leafy 
greens, fruit 

2: PERI-URBAN 

LAND 17.5% 

Fruit and veg, 

horticulture, some 
field scale 

3: RURAL HINTERLAND 

Within 100 miles 

 35% 

Mainly field-scale and 

some arable and 
livestock 

Mainly arable and livestock 

4: REST OF UK 20% 

5: REST OF EUROPE 15% 

Fruit and hungry-gap veg 

6: FURTHER AFIELD 5% 

Spices, coffee, tea, chocolate, tropical fruit 

0: URBAN DOMESTIC 2.5% 

                                                        
 

Towards a sustainable and resilient food & farming system. 
How might we reduce the amount of energy, fossil fuels and resources it takes to feed us, while also creating jobs and community in both urban and rural 

areas and producing delicious food that is good for us and the planet. The GROWING COMMUNITES’ FOOD ZONES looks at how much of what kind of 

food we could be sourcing from different zones, starting with the urban areas in which most of us live and applying a kind of food subsidiarity - raising what it 

is best to raise as close as we can and then moving outwards taking into account the factors shown.  

TRADING SYSTEMS 
• Farms directly 

connected to the urban 

communities they feed, 

enabling supply chains 

to be shortened and 

communities to source 

increasing amounts of 

food from closer to 

where they live. 

• Community-led trading 

systems prioritise the 

local but work out to the 

global – enabling 

growers in urban and 

peri-urban areas, rural 

farmers, larger farms, 

wholesalers, and imports 

to exist in harmony.  

  

PARADIGMS 
• Sustainability: flourishing 

within the ecological 

limits of the planet.  

• Famers are paid the 

price they need to 

produce food 

sustainably and make a 

decent living.  

• Jobs on the land seen 

as a positive ‘output’  

of the economy, not as 

an input that needs 
reducing in order to 

increase ‘efficiency’. 

• People reconnected 

with food and farming:  

involve with the  

production, trading 

and celebration of 

sustainable food.  

 

80% Self sufficiency 
20% Imports  Size of plots available, 

scale of operation, degree 

of mechanisation required 

and the carbon intensity of 
distribution increase.  

  

Perishability of produce 

decreases as you move 

further away from where 
it will be consumed.  

Grazing animals can be 

included where this makes 

sense. Pigs & chickens can 

be fitted into mixed farming 

systems where they can use 
waste and provide fertility 

  

Population of urban centres likely 

to reduce as some city dwellers 

move to zones further out to get 

involved in farming and the 

need for human ‘power’ 
becomes more significant. 

DIET 

• Adjusted to reflect how 

much of what kinds of 

foods can best be 

produced.  

• Aim for all to have 
‘enough’ and to 

minimise waste.  
• Eat with the Seasons 
• Mainly plant based 
• Mainly fresh (minimally 

processed) 
  

  

FARMING 
• Predominantly small to 

medium scale (human?) 
• Mixed and diverse 
• Low input: organic or 

near as 
• Utilise human skills and 

labour, backed up by 

appropriate technology 
and machines and 

grounded in sound 
science 

  

Soil type, climate, 
what grows best 

where is taken 
into account.  

  

Infrastructure: retail, 

abattoirs and food 

processing facilities 

exist in all zones as 
appropriate.  





www.transitionnetwork.org 

On Twitter @robintransition 
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